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GIMP GIMP (GNU Image
Manipulation Program)
is an open source
image-editing program
that operates in a
similar fashion to
Adobe Photoshop. Like
Photoshop, GIMP
supports layer-based
editing with several
tool and brush
features. However,
GIMP can also output
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layers to file formats
such as PNG, PSD, EPS,
and PDF. Adobe's site
offers tutorials as
well as training for
GIMP users. ##
Mastering Photostack
Photostack is a
Windows image-editing
program that enables
you to take a picture
with your digital
camera and quickly and
easily retouch it.
Here are some of the
features of
Photostack: * Presets:
You can choose from a
set of ready-made
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camera retouching
presets for enhancing
the look of your
photos. * Photo
effects: You can
enhance your photo
using two different
blurs (for soft focus
and silhouette) and
three different film
emulations (for sepia,
color, and black and
white). * Favorite
effects: Save a
favorite filter from
the current photo
you're working on. *
Freehand tools: You
can use the magic wand
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tool to find and
select a specific
color in the photo.
And you can use a
selection tool to crop
your photo or make a
selection on it. * New
layer filter: Create a
new layer and add a
filter that you
specify. * Special
brushes: Create
special brushes for
applying effects such
as black-and-white,
grain, and crossprocess. * Add-ons:
Photostack comes with
a host of add-ons that
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you can use to enhance
your photo. These
include two-point and
three-point selection
tools and scales, and
tools that automate
image editing.
Photostack is a
stable, simple, and
easy-to-use imageediting program that
performs the basics in
a few ways. For
example, you can turn
your photos into blackand
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Getting started with
Photoshop is easy and
we’ll show you how to
get up and running.
Key facts about
Photoshop Who should
use Photoshop
Elements?
Photographers, graphic
designers, web
designers, and artists
of all types who need
to edit, create, or
both, use Photoshop to
edit, create, or both
images. Who should not
use Photoshop
Elements? If you want
to take your
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photographic skills to
the next level or
enhance your images,
then Photoshop
Elements is the photo
editor you need. What
is Photoshop and what
is Photoshop Elements?
Computer software that
allows you to edit and
save digital
photographs. Photoshop
is the flagship
software, built by
Adobe, used by
professionals and
hobbyists alike for
creating, modifying,
or even both images.
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The professional
version is available
as a software download
and as a subscription
on a monthly basis.
Photoshop Elements is
a free, light version
of the same program.
Word of caution If
you’ve used Photoshop
before, Photoshop
Elements might seem
very basic at first.
It is not intended to
be a replacement for
the professional
version. Photoshop
Elements gives you a
lot of the same tools
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you use to edit images
in Elements, but with
a much simpler user
interface and easier
photo editing. You can
still use Photoshop
Elements for all your
photo editing needs;
it just won’t let you
do all the things you
can in the fullfeatured, professional
version of the
software. Getting
started with Photoshop
Elements You will need
at least one copy of
Adobe Photoshop
Elements to get
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started with this
tutorial. You can also
download it as a free
trial, which will give
you access to all the
features of the
program. Photoshop
Elements is available
in the Mac App Store
for OS X or the Google
Play store for Android
devices. The download
for Windows users is
available in the
Microsoft Store. 1.
Create a document You
will need to create a
document for your
photos that will be
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edited in Photoshop
Elements. Select File
> New to get started
creating a new
document. The New
Document window
appears. Fill in the
following information
on the New Document
window: Scanned name
Name Target Location
File size 3. Choose
file types You will
need to set the file
type for your image.
Select File >
Properties to open the
file’s properties. In
the dialog box
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?/** * Copyright
Amazon.com, Inc. or
its affiliates. All
Rights Reserved. * SPD
X-License-Identifier:
Apache-2.0. */
#include #include
#include #include
#include #include
using namespace Aws::F
orecastService::Model;
using namespace
Aws::Utils::Json;
using namespace
Aws::Utils; using
namespace Aws; GetFore
castResponse::GetForec
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astResponse() : m_fore
castBucketHasBeenSet(f
alse), m_forecastBodyH
asBeenSet(false), m_ha
sMetricDefinitions(fal
se), m_hasModifiedAtHa
sBeenSet(false) { }
Aws::String GetForecas
tResponse::SerializePa
yload() const { return
{}; } void GetForecast
Response::AddQueryStri
ngParameters(URI& uri)
const {
Aws::StringStream ss;
if(m_forecastBucketHas
BeenSet) { ss Enjoying
EarthSky? Subscribe.
‘Stunning’ Jupiter
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image from NASA’s Juno
spacecraft released
Image: NASA/JPLCaltech/SwRI
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Q: Return from async
method to use in other
async method and
eventually return a
Promise I have a
method where I want to
use the return value
from an async method
(a function that
returns a promise) to
use in another async
method. I have code
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that looks like this:
async function
doSomethingAsync() {
const result = await t
his.anotherMethod().th
en(({ foo }) => foo);
return result; } async
function someFunc() {
const result = await
doSomethingAsync();
console.log(result); }
if(process.env.NODE_EN
V == 'production') {
await someFunc(); }
This code executes
normally, but when
result is logged I get
[Function] instead of
the actual value. I'm
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trying to execute this
process in a
Kubernetes Deployment.
Basically, if the
environment is
dev/test, I want to
use localhost, and if
the environment is
production, I want to
use Kubernetes. I can
easily get this
working with a
callback, but I would
like to see if this is
possible with Promises
instead. However, I am
getting an error that
I've never
experienced. error:
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`result` is not a
function. It is
undefined. I'm aware
that the result
variable in the
callback is undefined,
but I'm not clear why
this happens with
Promises. A: You are
always returning a
promise in your
methods: const result
= await this.anotherMe
thod().then(({ foo })
=> foo);
Promise.all([result])
returns a promise, so
the assignment of your
result variable into
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it is not only
unnecessary, it's
wrong. This Code
executes normally No,
it doesn't execute
normally. Your result
variable is not even
initialized (var
result; is dead code),
and is undefined at
the moment you try to
print it out. If it is
defined, it will print
out the Promise that
your method is
resolving. Another
problem with your code
is that it doesn't do
anything at all. If
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you call someFunc()
while developing
locally (no reason to
do this in production
environment at all)
you are likely to see
an error as undefined
is not a function. Q:
How to use MonoTouch.
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System Requirements:

MINIMUM: OS: 64-bit
Windows 7 Processor:
Dual-core Intel Core 2
or AMD equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Hard Drive: 25 GB
available space
RECOMMENDED: OS:
64-bit Windows 8.1
Processor: Quad-core
AMD or Intel
equivalent Memory: 4
GB RAM DirectX:
Version 10 Hard Drive:
50 GB available
spaceDuring the dot
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